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SHELTERING TREE 

THANK YOU TUTORIAL 
 

 
 

Thank You for ordering from me this month!  I hope you enjoy making these cards.  This stamp set will be in the NEW 

Catalog as will everything else except the Chocolate Chip ink. 

 

SUPPLIES FOR BOTH CARDS: 
Stamps:  Sheltering Tree  Photopolymer #137163 

Inks:  Chocolate Chip 

Lemon Lime Twist 

Memento Tuxedo Black 

Real Red 

Cardstock:  Whisper White 

Thick Whisper White 

Garden Green 

Lemon Lime Twist 

Big Shot:  Stitched Shapes Framelits #145372 

Pinewood Planks Dynamic embossing folder #143708 

Ribbon:  ¼” Copper Trim #144179 

Adhesives:  Tombow Glue 

Stampin’ Dimensionals 

Tools-Optional:  Stamp-a-ma-jig #101049  OR Stamparatus #146276  available June 1st 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.stampinup.com/ECWeb/product/137163/sheltering-tree-photopolymer-stamp-set?dbwsdemoid=2040075
https://www.stampinup.com/ECWeb/product/145372/stitched-shapes-framelits-dies?dbwsdemoid=2040075
https://www.stampinup.com/ECWeb/product/143708/pinewood-planks-dynamic-textured-impressions-embossing-folder?dbwsdemoid=2040075
https://www.stampinup.com/ECWeb/product/144179/1-4-copper-trim?dbwsdemoid=2040075
https://www.stampinup.com/ECWeb/product/101049/stamp-a-ma-jig?dbwsdemoid=2040075
https://www.stampinup.com/ECWeb/product/146276/stamparatus?dbwsdemoid=2040075
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CARD 1-THINKING OF YOU 
 

 
All stamping for this card is done directly on the card base. 

1.  Cut your Whisper White card base at 5-1/2” x 8-1/2”.  Score and fold at 4-1/4”. 

2.  Stamp: 
~Tree in Chocolate Chip ink slightly off center to the left. 

~Leaves in Lemon Lime Twist ink twice over the tree branches.  Stamp the second time at a slight angle so the leaves 

are in a slightly different position. 

~Grass in Lemon Lime Twist ink.  Once on the left side, once on the right overlapping the center at the tree trunk. 

~Swing in Memento Black ink on the underside of a branch.   Make sure the swing is not dragging on the grass. 

~Thinking of You in Memento Black ink in upper right corner. 

~Bicycle Wheels in Memento Black ink on the right side on the grass. 

~Bicycle Frame in Real Red ink.  I found it helpful to use the Stamp-a-ma-jig to help get the Frame in the correct 

position.  It is rather confusing to position by just looking at it. 

Your card is finished. 
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CARD 2-CIRCLE SPOTLIGHT LEAVES 
 

 
1.  Cut your Thick Whisper White card base at 5-1/2” x 8-1/2”.  Score and fold at 4-1/4”. 

2.  Cut your Whisper White card front at 4” x 5-1/4”. 

3.  Stamp 3 trees in Chocolate Chip ink with the center tree closer to the bottom edge of the card front and the side trees 

at about 3/4” from the bottom edge.   

~Run through the Big Shot with the Pinewood Planks Dynamic embossing folder:  Sandwich=Big Shot Platform 

without Thin Die Adapter (or Multipurpose Platform with Tab 1 open), Dynamic embossing folder with card front 

inside, top cutting plate. 

4.  Stamp 1 Tree in Chocolate Chip ink on Lemon Lime cardstock and 2 Trees in Chocolate Chip ink on Garden Green 

cardstock.  Cut the Branches out as shown with the Stitched Shapes Circle Framelits:   

~Lemon Lime Twist with the second largest Stitched Shape Circle,  

~Garden Green with the largest Stitched Shape Circle trying to make them the exact same position around the tree 

branches and trunk. 

5. Put it all together. 
~Glue the Garden Green Circles over the two outside trees tryiing to position them the distance on the tree trunk.  Yes, 

mine stick over the edges slightly. 

~Use Stampin’ Dimensionals to attach the Lemon Lime Twist Circle over the center Tree Trunk. 

~Wrap some Copper Trim around the card front and tie a bow in the center. 

~Glue card front to card base. 

~Trim Garden Green circles if necessary. 

Your card is finished. 


